SECUREX – Gold Medal

1. AXIOM Core − a platform for managing distributed
CCTV systems
REPLIKANT Sp. z o.o.
Axiom Core is a platform for managing distributed CCTV systems.
Its main feature is support for the protection of facilities thanks to
integration with SSWIN and the sales department using Business
Intelligence. It provides a high level of security through detailed
supervision over access to the system and encryption of
communication. Dedicated software and hardware increase the
flexibility and efficiency of the system, which translates into real
financial benefits.

2. Correspondence depositor
BT ELECTRONICS Sp. z o.o.
SAIK POSTAL are electronic lockers of various sizes for receiving
and transmitting external and internal correspondence. Dedicated
software informs the right people about new content in real time
via e-mail and / or text messages. The large touch screen enables
easy and clear collection, for example, of a new letter, and the
system architecture will prevent unauthorised access to the
content. The steel structure ensures safe storage of all contents.

3. New sensor cable controller dLISTcontroller using
SEC15 cable with SECcon quick connectors
Listec GmbH / CREATIO Arkadiusz Waligóra
The modern dLISTcontroller increases your safety by significantly
reducing operating and service costs and the negative impact on
the environment: - flexibility of the system thanks to its modular
structure and SECcon quick couplers - high resistance to external
and environmental factors - extensive communication possibilities
thanks to a large number of inputs and outputs, as well as the use
of the MODBUS protocol - low power consumption: 210 mA environmentally friendly - effectively protects green energy and
critical infrastructure against fire.

4. Wisenet TNO-7180R − IP camera for recognising car
plates with Global shutter
HANWHA TECHWIN EUROPE LTD
Wisenet TNO-7180R is a camera designed to monitor and inform
about the current situation on motorways and expressways.
Resolution of up to 3 MPix, 60 fps, 18x magnification, integration
with adaptive IR illuminator and support of Global Shutter
technology provides the ability to read licence plates from 50
metres in complete darkness. The analytics that recognises the
direction of movement and the tracking of the object enables the
camera to work in various scenarios.

5. ZUP-230V-BM − Air intake gates power supply in
gravity smoke exhaust systems
MERAWEX Sp. z o. o.
ZUP-230V-BM is a series of power adapters with power range
from 400 to 1500W, which provide guaranteed voltage of 230V
AC and optionally 24Vdc. They are intended to supply controllers
and drives of gates which, during a fire, are used to support the
building’s smoke exhaust, acting as air intake gates. The power
adapter can work with any Fire Alarm Control Panel. ZUP-230VBM are manufactured by MIRAWEX and are provided with the
Certificate of Constancy of Performance and the Certificate of
Release to Service issued by Polish Scientific and Research Centre
for Fire Protection − National Research Institute.

